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Parametric frequency tuning of phase-locked nanoelectromechanical
resonators
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We present measurements on nanoelectromechanical systems fabricated in semiconductor materials
suited for operating frequencies in the radio band. We demonstrate how to achieve parametric
frequency tuning of nanoelectromechanical resonators required for radio frequency sensor and
communication applications. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1412431#
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One of the major applications of nanomechanical re
nators is found in integrated sensor technology, requiring
erating frequencies beyond 100 MHz. However, the la
mechanical quality factorsQ of the order of 104 necessary to
achieve large signal-to-noise ratios, limit the range of ope
tion to a small frequency band. In this work, we presen
straightforward scheme known from optics1 with which this
limitation can easily be overcome by means of parame
frequency tuning of a phase-locked nanoelectromechan
resonator. This approach is experimentally exemplified
using rather simple nanomechanical doubly clamped be
resonators2 and is based on well known parametric ampli
cation as was discussed earlier for micromechan
resonators.3

In the present case, the nanobridges are fabricated o
silicon–metal hybrids4 @depicted in Fig. 1~a!# as mechanica
oscillators embedded in an electromagnetic circuit for de
onstrating parametric frequency tuning~PFT!. Important for
achieving the large increase in tunable frequency range is
effective phase coupling of the nanomechanical and the e
trical circuit. We observe a strong coupling of a mechani
and an electronic resonator due to internal electrical los
finally leading to PFT.

One of the samples is shown in the scanning elect
microscope micrograph in Fig. 1~a! with the suspended beam
magnified in the inset. The driving frequency is denoted bf,
the mechanical eigenfrequency byf 0 , and the pump fre-
quency on the gate byf p . Details of this process are dis
cussed elsewhere.2

The chips are then mounted in a sample holder an
small amount of4He exchange gas is added~10 mbar! to
ensure thermal coupling. We show results on two sample~A
and B! placed at 4.2 K in a magnetic field. An alternatin
current is sent through the metallic top layer of these bea
and a Lorentz force arises perpendicular to the axis of
sample and sets it into mechanical motion. For the meas
ments, we employ a network analyzer~HP 87511A!: The
output frequency is scanning the range of interest and
reflected signal is tracked. The reflected power changes w

a!Electronic mail: robert.blick@physik.uni-muenchen.de
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the resonance condition is met, which can be tuned by a
gate voltageVg(}5 V) in a range ofd f dc62 kHz.2

We investigated the response of the suspended bridge
two different geometries for the proper treatment of t
clamping points causing the nonlinearity. The beam in F

FIG. 1. ~a! Scanning electron beam micrograph of one of the electrom
chanical resonators used~sample A!. The silicon beam is covered by a thi
Au sheet of 50 nm, which allows for impedance matching to the circu
and coupling of the driving frequencyf to the mechanical eigenfrequenc
f 0 . The electrodes on the left- and right-hand side enable application o
additional dc bias and/or ac modulation at a pump frequencyf p . The effec-
tive masses of the resonators are computed to bemeff

A 56.15310216 kg and
meff

B 59.67310216 kg. The theoretically estimated resonance frequencies
of the order off 0

A574 MHz and f 0
B572 MHz, while the eigenfrequencie

obtained bySOLVIA are 95.93 MHz and 81.7 MHz, respectively. Inset sho
a magnification of the nanobridge.~b! Experimental setup for sampling th
mechanical properties of the suspended beam. Inset shows a circuit dia
with Rres, Cres, andL res used to model mechanical resonators.
1 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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1~a! ~sample A in this case! has a length ofl 51.82mm, a
width of w5200 nm, and a height ofh5250 nm, is clamped
on both ends, and the magnetic field is oriented perpend
lar to the sample plane. Due to the arising Lorentz force,
translates into an in-plane displacement. The other reson
~termed B! has a slightly different geometry:l 54.8mm, w
5170 nm, andh5240 nm, while the magnetic field is fixe
in plane, leading to an out-of-plane displacement@see Fig.
1~b!#. The two nanoresonators allowed us to verify PFT
two different magnetic field configurations, by pumping wi
a Marconi 2032 synthesizer at a frequencyf p; f 0 on one of
the side gates. This mode couples capacitively to the
chanical resonator with an estimated capacitance ofCgate

;0.2 fF for sample A and;0.6 fF for sample B. The re
flected power is finally amplified and detected by the n
work analyzer. The elastic properties of the suspended n
bridges were modelled by using the software toolSOLVIA5 ~in
linear response!.

In Figs. 2 ~sample A! and 3 ~sample B! the radio fre-
quency response is depicted for different pumping frequ
cies at a fixed magnetic field strength. The excitation pow
of the network analyzer was fixed at250 dBm. The me-
chanical quality factor,Q5 f /d f , of the resonators under te
in the linear regime areQA51.373103 and QB52.73
3103. The fundamental resonance frequency is given
f 05v0/2p>(E/r)1/2d/ l 2 whereE is Young’s modulus,r is
the material density, andd is the beam’s thickness—for Au
E58.031010N/m2, r519.323103 kg/m3, and for SiE(100)

51.731011N/m2, r52330 kg/m3.
As seen in Fig. 2~a!, the profile of most of the resonanc

curves follows a Lorentzian shape corresponding to the
ear response regime. For the other resonator discussed
we find the transition from a symmetric resonance shap
an asymmetric, sawtooth shape, characteristic of an oscil
operated in the nonlinear regime~Fig. 3!.2,6 The resonance
maximum shifts byd f ac5130 kHz or vanishes at all forf p

5 f 0595.90 MHz@Fig. 2~a!#. A more complete view is given
in Fig. 2~b!: The resonance structure is shown in graysc
representation where dark regions correspond to energy
sorption by the beam, i.e., a mechanical resonance, while
bright regions indicate zero displacement. The plot
spanned by the frequenciesf and f p . Direct cross talk is seen
in the intersectioning line with linear slope. The mechani
resonance is found around 95.9 MHz and is strongly d
torted when the pumping frequency approaches 95.7 M
The mechanical oscillator then locks tof p5 f 0

595.77 MHz, where the shift of the eigenfrequency is of t
order of 130 kHz. The power level of the driving signal
frequencyf is found to be relatively low atP5263 dBm,
while a large field strength is required for the pumping sig
at f p with Pp512 dBm.

In conventional measurements, a frequency shift co
sponding to an effective tunable frequency range ofd f dc>
62 kHz underVdc563 V is found.2 The large frequency
shift of d f ac>6130 kHz is only possible since the mechan
cal properties of the beam are modified under the action
radio frequency signal in resonance with the mechanical
cuit ~denoted as maximum amplitude!. A further increase of
f p leads to a complete localization of the levers, marked
minimum amplitude. In between these two, the frequen
Downloaded 22 Nov 2001 to 129.187.254.47. Redistribution subject to A
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shift d f has its maximum. This corresponds to a softening
the mechanical resonance mode, i.e., the restoring forc
changed under the action of a dynamic excitation. Suc
behavior is characteristic for frequency tunable parame
resonators. The parametric excitation obviously allows us
increase the tunable frequency range by two orders of m
nitude.

We also realized PFT in the slightly larger devic
~sample B!: The resonator is excited well into the nonline
regime as indicated by the resonance shape~see Fig. 3!. The
tunable frequency range in this case is approachingd f
;400 kHz and is even larger compared to sample A, wh
the applied field strengths are of the same order of ma
tude. Clearly, this larger tunable frequency range is due
the increase in length, while the sign changes results fr
the different elastic moduli of Au and Si and, hence, t
constants describing the nonlinearity@see Eq.~1! next# when
the bridge is moving perpendicular to the sample plane. T
increased noise in the tuning regime results from the dir

FIG. 2. ~a! Typical response of a nanomechanical resonator around 95 M
~sample A! with different pumping frequenciesf p applied as noted. The
Lorentzian resonance shape indicates the linear response of the reso
The ac frequency leads to a shift of the resonance frequency ofd f ac

5130 kHz, compared tod f dc54 kHz for a dc bias on the gate electrod
~Ref. 2!. Note the complete attenuation of the resonance atf p

595.90 MHz, corresponding to dynamic localization of the resonator os
lation. ~b! Complete spectrum of the data from~a! shown in a gray scale
plot: The dark regions correspond to the mechanical resonance. The
talk of the pumping frequency is seen in the dashed diagonal line.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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cross talk of the pumping frequency and can be elimina
by properly filtering the response. In order to achieve ma
mal frequency shift, it is necessary to apply a large excitat
power of the driving as well as the pumping signal. The s
of the frequency shift can be adjusted by selecting the pro
mechanical mode, e.g., an in-plane displacement of the b
in the fundamental mode usually leads to a negative shif
the resonance frequency.

The forceF(t) acting on the nanoresonator due to t
radio frequency current in the capacitor is given byF

5qE, whereE5E0eivp
t

is the electric pumping field and
q5* Idt, with I 5I 0 exp@i(vt1f)# the current running
through the bridge. The phasef is a free parameter of th
system and the frequency is defined as usual asv52p f . We
obtainF}exp@i((v1vp)t1f)# for our experimental situation
v0'v'vp , hence, the signal at the capacitor is rough
twice the eigenfrequencyv0 of the nanoresonator, whic
leads to the parametric resonance depending on the valu
f. In the experimental situation, we varyvp52p f p , while
keeping the other parameters constant. As noted before
find that whenvp is approachingv, the two oscillations are
synchronized, i.e.,f5const. To explain the synchronizatio
we should first take into account the existence of damp

FIG. 3. Line plots~a! and gray scale plot~b! of parametric resonance tunin
of sample B. The resonator is operated in the nonlinear regime, indicate
the resonance shape. In contrast to sample A, the frequency shiftd f ac is
positive due to the different mechanical properties of this beam.
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caused by eddy currents.7 Additionally, coupled nonlinear
oscillations tend to synchronize when a damping mechan
is introduced.8 Furthermore, minimal coupling energy de
mands the conditionf50, which implies that the nanoreso
nator is functioning as a parametric resonator. With all th
ingredients, we can write the equation of motion for the na
oresonator as

ÿ~ t !1m ẏ~ t !1v0
2@11e cos@~v1vp!t1f##y~ t !1k3y3~ t !

1k5y5~ t !5F~ t !, ~1!

whereF(t) is the Lorentz force due to the constant extern
magnetic fieldB and y(t) the displacement of the beam
while e defines a coupling constant. For sample A, followi
Ref. 7, we haveF(t)5I 0lB/meff cos(vt). For sample B, we
have a similarF(t), although the direction of the magnet
field is orthogonal~as compared to sample A!. The prefactor
k3 of the cubic term in Eq.~1! determines to leading orde
the strength of the nonlinearity. For the two samples d
cussed here, we findk3

A521.8131032 ~ms!22 and k3
B

515.8531029 ~ms!22. We note that from these constant
the frequency shift for sample A follows while for sample
effects of higher nonlinearities have to be included (k5).
Detailed calculations are shown elsewhere.6

In summary, we presented measurements demonstra
the application of a nanomechanical resonator for parame
frequency tuning at frequencies up to 100 MHz. This resu
in an increase in tunable frequency range by two orders
magnitude, finally overcoming the most severe limitation
nanoelectromechanical systems. Since nanoelectromec
cal devices can be excited purely by capacitive driving,
foresee a broad variety of applications in the field of sc
ning probe microscopy, sensor, and communication tech
ogy. Moreover, it has to be pointed out that the phase c
pling enables such a nanomechanical resonator to be ap
for radio frequency circuit clocking. A very promising ex
periment will be the combination of PFT and quantum no
squeezing for quantum nondemolition measurements in
nomechanical systems.9
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